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Chapter 1

Introduction

Harness racing is a popular horse sport. In contrast to flat racing, horses in harness racing
run in a specified gait, which is in a form of trot in most European countries. Horses used
in harness racing are specialized in trotting and vary in different countries. In Finland,
trotting sport is raced with a popular Standardbred horse and Finnhorse, the national
horse breed of Finland. There are long traditions in Finnish harness racing and both
breeds have been used in trotting for over 35 years.

There have been many studies about inheritance of racing performances of trotters.
These measures inspected are usually described as different aspects. For example, trotters
career victories resemble its willingness to win, number of disqualified races describe
trotters capability to handle stress and number of race starts is a trait of soundness.
There have been genetic evaluations on career longevity and precocity of a trotter. Ability
to start harness racing career early is a desired aspect in a trotter for breeders, owners
and trainers, and has been found to be more of an environmental factor than a heritable
aspect. In general, studies have found that horses that start their racing career early
tend to have longer and more impressive career, regardless of the horse sport in question.
Starting to race at an early age is a "hot topic" as a subject in harness racing industry,
where the opinions vary. Goal of this thesis is not to find definitive answers on when and
how young a trotter should start its racing career, but to observe this question in a new
angle with modern methods and massive data. Previous inheritance studies tend to use
similar methods and occasionally have limited material in use. In this thesis, machine
learning method is used to predict racing performance and total career success of a Finnish
trotter, that has started its harness racing career at a young age. Careers of both breeds
are predicted separately. The data for this thesis was provided by The Finnish trotting
and breeding association (Suomen Hippos ry).

This thesis starts with general description of harness racing as a horse sport and then
focuses on trotting in Finland, in Chapter 2. In the same section, the history and nature
of horses used in Finnish harness racing are described, as well as a further inspection on
trotters racing career. In Chapter 3 an explanation of the machine learning algorithm is
given as well the model used, with a description of the data available. This thesis uses
Random forests supervised ensemble learning method, in effort of predicting the total
career. The mechanism behind the algorithm, building the model used and the outputs
on evaluating the goodness of the fit, are given in Chapter 3. A massive data, including
all the starts raced in Finland from 1984 until the end of 2019, is described in detail
with explanation of the data wrangling and modifications made in order to build a final
data table for the algorithm. The final data consisted of 46704 trotters. Chapter 3 has
a compact narration on the variables used as predictors, that are collected from previous
studies regarding inheritance and genetic value of trotters with explanations why some of
the variables were discarded.

In Chapter 4 the results of the random forests regression models prediction accuracy
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are given and visualized. In Chapter 5 a thorough discussion on the possible improvements
for future research.
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Chapter 2

Harness racing and trotters

In this chapter, an introduction of harness racing as a horse sport is given with description
of the two breeds used in Finnish trotting. Racing career of a trotter is briefly examined.

2.1 Harness racing
Harness racing, or trotting, is a popular form of horse sport. Unlike in the more popular
flat racing, in harness racing the horses race with a specified gait of trot or pace. Races
where the trotter is ridden on top of a saddle (a form of trotting developed in France,
trot monté) are more rare than the usual version of harness racing where the horse is
driven from a light two-wheeled cart, called a sulky, pulled by the horse. [1, 2]. The
driver is usually equipped with a long light whip, which main use is to make sound or tap
the horse signaling instructions in different situations. The use of the whip is regulated
with national harness racing rules. There are two types of starting methods in trotting
races. The auto-start, or the flying start, where trotters start behind a winged moving car
and the volt-start, also referred as the handicap race, where the horses start the race on
command from a circled group. [2, 3]. Flying starts are more common than the volt-starts
[2].

The first official trotting races in Finland were held in 1817 in city of Turku [4]. Since
then, harness racing has developed and established a strong position in Finnish livelihood
and sporting culture [5]. In Finland there 43 racetracks and in 2018 there were almost
5000 race starts. For quite some time, harness racing has been said to be the second most
watched sport in Finland [5], but under recent evidence was not found on the top ten
of popular sports in Finland [6]. In fact, the horses participating to the races have been
declining in Finland steadily in the 2010s. Still, trotting is traditional sport in Finland
even if seen nowadays a little superannuated. [6]. Internationally, Finland is amongst the
top 5 European trotting countries [2]. In 2018, prize money of approximately 23 million
euros was distributed by the race tracks [5] .

2.2 Trotters in Finland
Non-international breeds specialized for trot or pace are indigenous to many countries. In
Finland, as in most of Europe, the only allowed gait is trot in harness racing. [2]. These
trotter horses that race in Finland are the Finnhorse and the Standardbred horse. The
next two sections are descriptions of these two breeds. In future sections these breeds
analyzed in this thesis are referred as trotters for convenience, since horses chosen and
raced in harness racing are applicable for trotting.
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2.2.1 Finnhorse

Finnhorse, the Finnish horse, is the only native horse breed in Finland and has been bred
as its own race since 1907. Finnhorse is known as one of the most diverse and universal
cold-blooded horses in the world and since 2007 has been the national horse breed of
Finland. [2, 7]. Pedigree for the current Finnhorse can be trailed back on four stallions
that lived between 1864 and 1934. The oldest progenitor Jaakko I was described as sturdy
and gained respect in farm work, army and racing tracks. [8].

Finnhorse has been used as a workhorse in the early agriculture in Finland, but is
now bred for many horse sports such as for saddle horse and trotter. As a workhorse,
Finnhorses have immense pulling strength and technique in contrast to their size which
can become useful with the sulkies. These superior features are also reasons why there
are still around 500 Finnhorses occupied as workhorses in modern day Finland. [9].

Around 1000 Finnhorse foals has been born yearly since 1975 [10], but lately the trend
has been decreasing [6]. In 2018 there was 19 200 Finnhorses in Finland, which includes
all Finnhorses registered regardless of their purpose of usage [5]. Unlike the Standardbred
trotter, Finnhorses breeding and breeding goals in Finland are not strictly aimed towards
trotting performance and is therefore impossible to count the exact amount of Finnhorse
"trotters" [11]. Recent evidence has shown that, Finnhorses popularity as a horse for
something other than trotting, is quite large [12].

2.2.2 Standardbred horse

The Standardbred horse was developed from Thoroughbred and other breeds, such as the
Norfolk Trotter. The "standard" in the name is originated by the standard time a horse
had to trot or pace in a mile to be admitted in the studbook. Currently Standardbred
horses are rarely registered based on the standard time. [2]. The founding stallion of the
breed was Messenger whose great-grandson Hambeltonian 10 became world famous for
his racing capability in the mid 19th century. Thiruvenkadan et al. (2009) mention that
all Standardbred horses’ lineage can be tracked down to four sons of Hambeltonian 10
when referring to book The Horse (1995) by Evans et al.

In the 1950’s there was a growing interest to the Standardbreds as trotters in Fin-
land for international racing possibilities. The first Standardbreds in Finland were a gift
from the Soviet Union to president Urho Kekkonen in 1957. Two years later Standard-
breds were granted with a racing permission in Finland and the Standardbreds are being
imported from Soviet Union. Before, the only race allowed for trotting was Finnhorse.
[4]. Nowadays, there are Standardbreds in Finland bred for saddle back riding but more
commonly for trotting purposes.

In 1970, there were around a thousand registered Standarbred trotters in Finland
and ten years later around one thousand Finnish Standardbred trotter foals were born in
Finland [13, 10]. Now, there are around 25 000 Finnish Standardbred trotters registered in
Finland [5]. Standardbred trotters in Finland can be purebred trotter or a mix of different
trotter breeds [14]. In a sense, Finnish Standardbred trotter is not its own breed, such as
the Finnhorse, but more of a population of different trotters used in Finland.

2.3 Racing career
In Finland, a Finnish Standardbred trotter (SBT) is allowed to race from 2-year-old to
12-year-old and Finnhorse trotter (FHT) from 3-year-old to 15-year-old [15], yet generally
entire racing career of FHT has been reported being from ages 4 to 8 and age 3 to 6 in the
population of SBT, although variations does occur for both breeds [16]. All trotters in
Finland are registered with a date of birth of 1st of January for the year they were born
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[15]. The same practice is common for all Northern hemisphere racehorses regardless of
the horse sport they compete in [17]. Most races, especially the early years, are raced
in an age cohort for horses of their peers. STBs and FHTs race in starts with their own
breeds separately. [15].

One can think of the trotters racing career starting before the race tracks. Early
breaking and training has been found beneficial for racing performance and total career
for the trotter. The growth and the development of the horse are most intense in its
first months after birth and early training has been found beneficial for trotting career
performance. [18]. SBTs and FHTs can participate in a qualifying race in the year they
turn 2-year-old and 3-year-old, respectively, where they have to beat a certain time limit
for qualification [15]. Similar policy is used in other Nordic trotting countries [19]. After
qualifying, the trotters are allowed to compete in an official race, which has been previously
after first of June of the year SBT and FHT have turned age 2 and 3, respectively [16].
Naturally, one would hope for a trotter horse to have lucrative and long career from the
very first race to the very last one. Not all horses start racing, start their career early or
have their maiden races at the earliest age they are entitled to participate, nor does all
of the trotters have consecutive racing years or systematic participation in competitions.
[20, 6, 16]. Same phenomenon can be seen in horse racing [21, 22].

In general, precocity of a trotter and ability to start racing young has been of interest
for the owners, trainer and breeders [16, 23, 24]. Staring a career at a younger age is seen
advantageous for the economy of horse keeping in horse sports [23, 22]. Furthermore,
starting racing young has been found to increase the career length of a trotter, which also
decreases economic losses of horse breeding, keeping and training [25, 19]. Starting racing
early was found to increase career length of Thoroughbred racehorses in New Zealand [26].
Results have also indicated that horses starting their career early and race for consecutive
years seem to have a more promising career and superior performance [18, 24, 16].

It is good to know, that a trotters ability to start a career early is mostly of environ-
mental factors, such as the intentions of owners, possible injuries that may have occurred,
health in general, soundness, ability to show early maturing and response to training [23,
24]. Career length for SBT has been seen as an environmental factor as well [27]. In
Finland, most FHTs are trained by their owners and other amateurs who might not have
a large interest to start their horses career too early, in order to ensure their career on
horses who they might find talented. SBTs are more often trained and owned by people
with larger interest in the sport and do want to start racing early on individuals they find
talented and promising. [23]. In both breeds harness racing can be more of a hobby for
the owner and therefore the career start can be delayed due to lack of personal time [18].
And even if early start has been found as a promising indicator for a successful career [28],
very first allowed race year was reported to have a lesser impact on total career than the
other early race years, because of the restricted amount of races allowed in the youngest
age group [24]. A small delay on the first start might not be too detrimental for total
career performance, as has been lightly indicated with Polish Thoroughbred race horses
[22].

Yet, there is a worry of a trotters career performance being wasted and diminishing
the development of the industry and sport because of the delayed starting age and short
careers [6], even when there is an incentive of prizes in early age cohort races that are
quite handsome [3]. Similar results have been witnessed in other Nordic countries [28].
Subject of this thesis is not find answers why a trotter should or should not start racing
career early, but more to tackle these questions in a new angle and find new incentives on
the subject at hand, based purely on data.
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Chapter 3

Material and methods

Prediction with the help of data and algorithms is not a new phenomenon in the area
of horse racing and harness racing, especially when predicting race outcomes [29, 30].
With modern world technology and vast amounts of ever growing data, machine learning
algorithms and artificial intelligence can solve and predict real world problems with exact
or some accuracy.

A quite well known supervised machine learning ensemble algorithm Random forests
(RF) is used in this thesis in effort of predicting total career racing performances of
FHT and SBT separately, with early career racing performance variables and parameters.
More specifically, random forests regression is examined and used in this thesis, where the
outcome variables of total career earnings, starts and wins, which represent career racing
performance, are assumed continuous.

All of the data modifications and analyses were performed in R software.

3.1 Tree-Based predictions
A popular classification algorithm random forests was first introduced by Leo Breiman
in a paper in 2001 [31]. As the incisive name suggests, random forests algorithm grows
a number, or an ensemble, of decision trees in order to gain more accurate predictions
than a single decision tree might produce. To understand better how random forests
works, classification and regression trees and "bagging" needs to be evaluated. Future
explanations, examples, descriptions and functions are derived from books The Elements
of Statistical Learning: Data Mining,Inference, and Prediction. (2009) by Hastie et al.
and An Introduction to Statistical Learning: with Applications in R. (2013) by Gareth et
al. in an analogical attempt, unless otherwise noted.

3.1.1 CART

Classification and regression trees (CART) is a term, by Breiman [34] that covers both
classification tree analysis and regression tree analysis in decision tree prediction proce-
dures.

In general, a data is partitioned to a point where the outcome variable can be summa-
rized to a mean (regression) or a mode (classification) of a predictor plane via splitting
rules, that can be visualized as an upside down path or tree. Let us consider a simplified
regression problem where Y is a continuous response of X1 and X2, having values in the
unit interval. If we use X1 and X2 as coordinate axes to represent value Y , we get a two
dimensional space. The space is then split into regions, predictor planes, Rm where m
represents the number of partitions made and the number of regions. To continue the
simplified example, consider the plane being split at a value X1 = t1. Now the full space
is split into two predictor planes R1 and R2. The mean value of Y observations restricted
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in R1 or R2 are the summarized predictions of those regions. We continue this splitting
of one or both regions, until some criteria to stop is met. In a case where there are total
of four regions, the space of axes X1 and X2 are split into four non-overlapping planes
of R1, R2, R3 and R4 in order. Regions Rm are known as terminal nodes or leaves of the
tree. As mentioned before, a tree is usually drawn upside down, where the leaves are at
the bottom of the tree. The points where regions are split, are referred as internal nodes.
For example, if predicted Y "lands" on R3 the R1 and R2 are the internal nodes and the
mean of Y values of the training data in R3 is the predicted outcome - the leaf of that
tree. Figure 3.1 represents the example given earlier. Segments that connect the nodes
are called branches.

Figure 3.1: Predictor planes and decision tree.
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It is clear that many models have more than two parameters estimating or predicting
the outcome and the space split into regions can be hard to visualize in higher dimen-
sions. But the process stays internally the same and we can consider the planes as boxes.
Roughly speaking, the process of building a regression tree can be split into two parts.
First, we split predictor space - the set of inputs - into M distinct and non-overlapping
regions or boxes (R1, R2, ..., Rm). Second, we make the same prediction cm to all obser-
vations that lands into the region of Rm:

f(x) =
M∑

m=1

cmI(x ∈ Rm),

where the training data is conducted of p independent variables xi and a dependent
variable yi for i = 1, 2, ..., N and xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xip). The criterion, of how large regions
R1, R2, ..., Rm are, is found with the amount of regions that minimize the residual sum of
squared errors RSS: ∑

(yi − f(xi))
2,

where one can see that, the best constant value ĉm for a box Rm is the mean value
of all yi in the training data set that are grouped to the region from the space. Finding
every possible partition is computationally infeasible and for this reason the algorithm
takes both top-down and a greedy form, that is known as recursive binary splitting. In
top-down form, we start from the top (the root) of the tree, where all observations belong
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to a single predictor space and is then split into regions. Each split is denoted as two
new branches further down the tree. A greedy form chooses a best split in that particular
step of tree building, rather than looking ahead in the future building materials. In order
to preform recursive binary splitting, we start with all of the available data. We select a
predictor Xj and have a splitting point of s and define the splits pair of half-planes:

R1(j, s) = {X|Xj ≤ s} and R2(j, s) = {X|Xj > s},
from where a values for j and s are found that minimize the equation:∑

i:xi∈R1(j,s)

(yi − ĉ1) +
∑

i:xi∈R2(j,s)

(yi − ĉ2),

where ĉ1 is the mean response yi of the training observations in R1(j, s), and the ĉ2
is the mean response yi of the training observations in R2(j, s). The values j and s can
be found quickly. After finding the best split of the first the process is repeated. The
next split will be done on one of the two regions previously determined so that we have
now three regions. From these three regions we again look to split one of the three in
minimizing the residual square error. The process and the splitting of the predictors space
to regions continues until a stopping criterion is reached. Once the regions R1, R2, ..., Rm

have been created, the responses we ought to predict are given as training sets response
variables means in the region the predictive variables fall into.

A cumbersome question is how big of a tree is there to build. Too large ones can
overfit the data and too small can leave important factors unnoticed. A general plan is
to grow a large tree, stopping the splitting process when a minimum number of nodes
are reached. This large tree is then pruned to a smaller sub-tree with specific methods.
Pruning will not be discussed here, because it is outside of the scope of this thesis. For
the same reason deeper description of a classification tree is by passed, but in general is
grown via same process as the regression tree. Instead of predicting a continuous response
variable to a region that has the mean value of the training response variables in that
region, the classification trees outcomes are predicted to a most commonly occurring class
for which are the region of the trained responses. These classes can be binary representing
a "yes" or "no" occurrences or have more levels of, for example "low", "medium" and
"high", depending on the outcome that is to be predicted. A classification tree is grown
similarly to a regression tree with recursive binary splitting, but instead of using RSS, a
classification error rate, like the Gini index, is used. Even if in this thesis a regression
scenario is focused, it is good to know that a tree that predicts a qualitative outcome is
a possibility.

A decision tree is very easy to interpret. Yet, a single tree usually falls short on
prediction accuracy and is very non-robust. These shortcomings can be tackled with
aggregating several decision trees.

3.1.2 Bagging

If a data is divided into two, it is more than likely that two decision trees grown from
these two data sets are quite different even if they are essentially from the same data
set. Further, if the data is divided into three parts and three decision trees are grown,
they most likely have differences in looks, splits and predictions with a large variance.
However, if the trees are gathered together and valued as a mean of a whole there is a
high chance of lowering the variance since averaging a set of observations reduces the
variance. Bootstrap aggregation (bagging) bears this ideology and is a general-purpose
procedure in statistical learning, but used very commonly with decision trees, since they
can capture complex interactions which a common statistical tool would not be able to
detect.
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In an optimal situation, we could average over many separate prediction models using
multiple training sets drawn from the same population. Since multiple training sets are
usually rare, we can use bootstrapping and take repeated samples from a single training
data Z = [(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)], to fit a model for prediction f̂(x) at an input x.
Now we have B amount of differing bootstrap training data sets and we can train our
prediction model on the bth bootstrap and average on all of the predictions, to achieve
bagging:

f̂bag(x) =
1

B

B∑
b=1

f̂ ∗b(x),

where in each bootstrap sample Z∗b and b = 1, 2, ..., B, a model is fit for a prediction
f̂ ∗b(x). In a situation where predictions are modelled via regression tree, we construct
a total of B regression trees with B training sets drawn with a bootstrap method and
average the predictions in the results. Each data point (xi, yi) has an equal probability of
1/n to be drawn denoted by an empirical distribution P̂. Therefore, bagging estimate is
defined by EP̂f̂

∗(x), where Z∗ = (x∗1, y
∗
1), (x∗2, y

∗
2), ..., (x∗n, y

∗
n) and each P̂ ∼ (x∗i , y

∗
i ).

The trees are grown large and are not pruned having high variance but lower bias.
Average of the set of these trees lowers the variance. In bagging classification trees, every
class predicted is recorded of the B trees and then taken a majority vote where the
final prediction is the most commonly occurring class among the B predictions. Bagging
increases accuracy of the prediction, but with the cost of interpretation since there is
no more a single tree to visualize. Bagging decision trees is an effective way to model
prediction, but random forests is an improvement in decorrelating bagged trees.

3.1.3 Random forests

If data has one or two strong single variable predictors and rest are moderately strong,
then most or all of the bagged trees will use these strong predictors as the top splits in a
greedy way. This makes most of the trees very similar and very correlated and thus, the
variance does not necessarily drop substantially when bagging is used to form decision
trees. When considering this scenario, using a subsample of predictors in every split does
not sound too counter intuitive. Consider amount of p predictors in total. In random
forests, B trees is grown from the bootstrap training data sample Z∗b where b = 1, 2, ..., B
and each split in every tree is determined by best candidate of m predictors; a subset of p
where m ≤ p and m are drawn at random. The steps, where m variables are drawn from
the bootstrap sample at random, are repeated until the minimum node size is reached
to form a random forest tree. After B random forest trees are grown, the ensemble of
random forests trees Tb = (T1, T2, ..., TB) can be used as a random forests predictor for
regression as:

f̂B
rf (x) =

1

B

B∑
b=1

T (x; Θb), (3.1)

where x is the predicted input, Θb = {Rb
m1,2,...nmin

, cbm1,2,...nmin
} where R and c represent

terminal node values and split rules of m randomly chosen split variables until a minimum
node size nmin is reached in random forests tree Tb. If in all bagged trees, randomly chosen
variables m = p, then f̂B

rf (x) = f̂bag(x).
A random forest classifier works in similar fashion as random forest regression. In

short, a forest of decision trees are grown where in each tree every split to a region is
determined from best predictor of a random sample of all of the predictors available.
Random forests are simple and easy to tune and is a good machine learning algorithm to
start experimenting possible predictions.
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OOB estimate and goodness of the fit

There is a quite feasible way to validate how long we need to train our random forests
algorithm for predictions. Out-of-bag (OOB) samples are the observations not used to fit
a bagged tree. OOB estimates are averaged to those random forests predictors where the
OOB samples were not included, creating OOB predictions. From these predictions the
overall OOB prediction error, OOB MSE (mean of RSS), can be averaged and calculated:

1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − f̂B
rf (xi))

2, (3.2)

Where yi is the true observation value that is tried to predict with xi. Here, bagged
trees are used for prediction, where ith observation was OOB. One can think of this part in
the training as "mini pop-up quizzes" in order to see, how well the forest model predicts.
The OOB error is a valid estimate of the error in bagging and hence in random forests.
Once OOB error stabilizes in growing of trees, the training can be terminated.

MSE is a common tool for regression problems in evaluating how close the predicted
values are to true values and does not limits its use only in random forests regression.
This is usually visualized with a line of best fit and predicted values near that line, when
MSE is small, indicate a model that fits well. Root mean squared error, RMSE (

√
MSE),

is the standard deviation of the prediction errors (true value - predicted value), since MSE
is a function of variance. RMSE can work as a valuable metric for validating prediction
performance of a regression model.

R-squared (R2), the coefficient of determination, is one way to evaluate how well does
the regression model fit. The coefficient indicates a percentage of the variation of outcome
variables values that can be explained by the independent variables of the mode. [35].
R2 is calculated by dividing RSS with the total variance of the data and extracting the
division from one. A model fits well if the R2 is close to 1, but does not guarantee accurate
estimations.

VIMP

Bagging and constructing multiple trees decrease the variance and increase the prediction
accuracy, but also results in inferior interpretation, since there is no longer a single clean
tree to evaluate or predict on. Random forests use OOB samples to evaluate variable
importance (VIMP), a measure of prediction strength of each variable in the training
model. When OOB estimate is recorded, a variable is permuted in the OOB sample and
accuracy is again recorded. The decrease in accuracy of this permuting is averaged over
all trees, and is used to measure the importance of that variable in the random forest. A
large decrease in accuracy of the variable indicates high importance in prediction.

3.2 Description of the racing performance measures and
other variables

Many of the variables used in the random forests model of this thesis are based on previous
studies, from which most are studied, that are refferred to in this chapter, as traits in the
spectrum of heritability, repeatability and genetic value.

As mentioned earlier, age at first start (AFS) has been of interest and in a quite deter-
minant role of trotters racing performance. A young age at first start and at beginning of
a racing career can be an indicator of time to reach maturity and soundness [36, 23]. It is
suggested that the results of the first start and qualifying start could be used as measure
of early performance and even as predictors of later racing performance [11]. A young age
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at first passed qualifying race (APQ) can implicate early maturing and more sensitivity
to training, [23] and opens more opportunities for the horse to earn prize money [37].
Qualifying is reported to have a high genetic correlation with best career time [23].

Best time (BT) implicates the horse’s level of speed relative to all horses that have
raced and in relation to trotters in the same race, since the race time can be boosted by
horse’s faster peers [2, 36]. Average racing time was found to decrease with increasing age
in German trotters whilst average racing speed was increasing in 2- to 3-year-old horses
[38]. Similar increases in racing speed of young horses has been deducted in horse racing,
where the improvement in increasing speed was very steep for the first two racing years
and the subsequent decline on racing speed was more gradual in increasing age [17]. In
Finland, SBTs have been found to have their best time at finish at a younger age while
older FHTs were faster than their younger counterparts [3]. FHTs are known to achieve
their best time rather late [39], yet both breeds have a strong genetic correlation with
best career time and earnings as well as number of starts [23].

Earnings of race success can be seen as a measure of horse’s level compared to its peers
as well as its willingness to win and durability of a horse [36]. Even if total earnings (TE)
is reported to have a high genetic correlation with best career time, its heritability rate is
generally moderate when modeling racing performance, but seems as a reliable measure
for estimating success and development of horse’s racing career annually or in total [3,
2, 23]. Number of starts (NS) can be inspected as an indicator of horse’s soundness
and durability, but is highly affected with the intentions of owners and trainers [36, 27].
Earnings per start (ES) takes into account both TE and NS.

A high number of disqualified races (NDR) can be an indication of immaturity or
inability in handling stress created by the race or it can be an indicator of health problems
[16]. A horse can be disqualified from a race due to wrong gait or gallop [36, 15]. Number
of first places (NFP), can resemble horses willingness to win [16]. There has been reported
physiological differences between the sexes (SEX) of trotters with breaking and starting
training earlier in males than females [16, 40]. Intact males have been found superior
trotters to females [3, 41] , and similar results have been found in Thoroughbred females
having a shorter career. Some of the reasons behind shorter career can be explained
with mares breeding value. [21, 17]. Swedish Standardbred trotters and Spanish Trotter
horse geldings have also been found to have a longer career than mares, but shorter than
stallions [27, 25].

As established before, trotters are given an universal birthday of January 1st regardless
of their actual birth day. True birth-month (BM) was reported by Saastamoinen and Ojala
(1991) to have a statistically significant effect on racing performance and age at first start
for SBTs, but a null effect on FHTs. Differences in birth-months effects racing performance
only in the beginning of the career, but FHTs born in early summer were found to have
better race records than FHTs born in other seasons. Some of the effect can be explained
by the fact that the foals born earlier in the year are in a chronological sense older than
their race mates born later in that year, and thus might have had more training and
are more mature. [18, 16]. A slight indication of Norwegian-Swedish Coldblood trotters,
a coldblooded horse like Finnhorse, born early could start training or show propensity
for racing before the age of 2. Norwegian-Swedish Coldblood trotters born in the early
months were more likely to participate in a premie race (a light race aimed for young
horses to serve as a stepping-stone and first row seats to evaluate the racing propensities
in a horse), but for future racing performance the birth-month did not have a statistical
effect. [37]. Similar insignificant effect of BM to career length on Polish Thoroughbred
racehorses has been reported [21].

Most of European trotters are annually genetically evaluated with the use of animal
BLUP (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) -model, which is used with many domestic an-
imals assessing traits in performance of interest [2, 3]. Finlands BLUP-index for trotters
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(BLUP) was introduced to use in early 2000s’ for trotters and can be used in breeding
evaluations. Trotters BLUP is constructed of three parts: trotters ancestors, trotters
progeny and trotters own racing performance, where the latter consists of several mea-
surements with different weights in value. These measurements are time-of-difference
(0.4), with the winner and the trotter, prize earning (0.25), age at the first start (0.25)
and best time of the year (0.1). [42]. Revold et al. (2010) reported BLUP of Norwegian-
Swedish Coldblooded mares to be in high value when predicting early starts. In Swedish
Standardbred trotters BLUP had a slight influence estimating career length [27]. Even if
BLUP is calculated and constructed differently in different countries, the main principle
of evaluating the heritability of racing performance in a way that allows breeding values
and environmental effects to be estimated simultaneously [3].

As mentioned, intentions of trainers (TRA) and owners (OWN) are one of the main
environmental factors influencing the starting point of the career and frequency of races
the horse attends [36, 11, 24]. Trainers effect on number of race starts in Spanish Trot-
ters was reported insignificant [25]. Professional trainers effect, as predictor of early race
starts of Norwegian-Swedish Coldblooded trotters in Norway, was substantially lowered
if the horse was trained in anyway [28]. Most trotters in Finland are trained by amateur
trainers or the owner [36], but in some cases promising horses are assigned to professional
trainers [3]. It is likely, that trotters potential for racing career in an early age is spotted
by professional trainers [37]. Non-professional trainers of expertise should not be under-
rated in FHTs, since their methods and interests in harness racing are the similar as the
professional, only on a smaller scale and are valuable asset to the continuity and health
of the industry [12]. Saastamoinen (1991) mentions findings of a research Research in
breeding of the trotter (1985) by Katona, where breeders (BRE) and breeding methods
have a high influence in the racing career.

Whether or not these traits, variables and measures mentioned and explained above
have been proven of significance, they can be seen as valuable variables of early career
for estimating total racing career of a trotter. Research question of this thesis, is to
predict Finnish trotters total career performance with early career race results, racing
performance and other variables, such as those mentioned in this section. For predicting,
random forests regression is used and both breeds are examined separately.

3.3 Data, data descriptions, data modifications and RF
model forming

The Finnish trotting and breeding association (Suomen Hippos ry) provided the data for
this thesis. The data included all race starts in Finland, the horses announced for those
starts and the results from 1984 to 2019 with some additional information. The data was
modified and restricted by the writer for better usage of research question, analyzing and
random forests model training and predicting.

3.3.1 Population data

The original provided data consisted of 2860006 rows, where one row represented a horses
parameters and result of the race start in the date in question. According to the data,
there has been a total of 153491 starts since 1984 to 2019 where the mean number of races
per day was 12 and minimum and maximum was found to be 2 and 20, respectively. A
number of 74565 different trotters have raced in Finland since the year 1984 to the end of
2019, from which 28980 were Finnhorse trotters and 45585 Finnish Standardbred trotters.
This data was modified by adding information about dates and extracted horses age in
days of its first qualified race for later use.
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3.3.2 Data modifications and restrictions

The data was restricted to including horses that are born in Finland, since the true age of
first start can be unknown for imported horses [20]. Official starts and qualifying starts
had different starting code for their separation. Horses status as qualified for official races
expires in 12 months if the horse has not finished a race or if the last passed qualification
race exceeds the time period. Furthermore, if the horse has not finished a race or qualifying
race (disqualified for wrong gait or has quit the race for a reason or another) four times
out of the last five attempts or three last races the horse loses its qualified status. Horse
has to take part in a new qualifying race and after a successful attempt gains its status
to participate official races. [15]. Age at the first passed qualifying race was saved as a
separate variable for each horse, but races other than official races were excluded. Since
this thesis focuses on early career of the horse, other qualifying races later in the career
can increase bias in the modelling. Furthermore, the correct usage of the information
of the additional qualifying races give, even in the early career, is out of the scope of
this thesis. Starts, where the horse did not physically attend the race for one reason or
another, were excluded from the data. Data did not held descriptive information of the
reason of horses absence, such as possible injury, and therefore can skew the amount of
starts the horse has actually raced.

After the first restrictions the total number of rows diminished to 2277217 with 59959
different trotters. The distribution between sexes of FHTs were 11570 mares (M), 8006
geldings (G) and 6332 stallions (S). For the SBTs distribution was 16321, 11514 and 6216,
respectively. The data included some castration dates of the geldings. But the dates were
scarce in the older data and therefore was ignored for uniformity.

Table 3.1: Statistics of trotters total racing performance.

Breed Sex Mean SD Min Max

Total starts
S 36.4 35.4 1 284
G 43.9 39.8 1 303

SBT

M 31.1 29.0 1 252
S 48.7 51.4 1 410
G 44.1 46.5 1 399

FHT

M 32.6 35.3 1 379
Total wins

S 3.6 5.4 0 56
G 4.2 5.9 0 100

SBT

M 2.3 3.8 0 57
S 5.0 8.1 0 120
G 3.5 5.5 0 61

FHT

M 2.4 4.3 0 66

Breed Sex Mean SD Min Max

Total earnings (EUR)
S 10220 31255 0 585175
G 10448 22881 0 733955

SBT

M 6141 18625 0 940250
S 13432 39439 0 894036
G 7921 18891 0 521620

FHT

M 5312 16406 0 516120
Total Top 3 placings

S 10.1 12.4 0 135
G 12.2 14.0 0 158

SBT

M 7.5 9.6 0 114
S 13.8 18.2 0 156
G 10.8 14.1 0 138

FHT

M 7.8 11.1 0 123

Table 3.1 includes some variables, from the restricted data, that can be thought as
measures of racing performance. From the table above, one can quickly notice the large
standard deviation (SD) compared to the means of each variable. The high variance can
in some degree be explained by the environmental factors as mentioned in section 2.3,
such as the intentions of the owner and trainer. In some cases, untalented and unsound
horses are being culled after a few racing years by their owners and trainers, due to the
high cost of horse keeping [24, 16]. Some breeders would like to have their young horses
racing early, but limits in race start variation increase the threshold to bring their young
trotters to the tracks [43], which not only delays the career starting age but decreases the
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total starts the horse could have. And in some cases the owner just might want to "try
out" the trotter once in a while in a lesser competitive motive, which could indicate for
example; why the "career" can be as short as a one start and revenue of zero in career
total earnings.

Maximum amount of total earnings in the Table 3.1 above can be very intriguing,
but to win vasts amount of money in harness racing is quite rare. And even if the
sums distributed in a race seems large, they barely cover the costs of horse-keeping. For
example, a prize money of total 23,5 million euros was distributed in Finland of the year
2017, which is close to 3800 euros per raced horse. [6]. Prize money of harness racing
is usually distributed between the group of top 4 or 5 horses, where the horse in that
group receives about half of what the horse finished before it receives [2]. In Finland, the
prize pool is distributed between 5 to 8 horses depending on how many horses are there
in the race. The distribution of the prize is as follows: the horse in the second place gets
50% of the winners prize, third get 30% , fourth 20% and fifth trough eighth placings get
10% of the winners prize total. [15]. It is not uncommon to see log transformations, root
calculations or other similar functions in effort to stabilize the skewness of earnings, or
other measures for that matter, towards the mean in statistical or other analysis regarding
harness racing and horse sports [2, 16, 3, 38, 21, 22].

Table 3.1 holds information of comprehensive 35 years of trotting in Finland, which
should be taken into account before determining too much inference. In 35 years the
harness racing industry has varied in terms of regulations and other aspects, which can
be seen as well in the table 3.2; where there are two Finnhorse trotters born in 1970 and
1972 that have had their first start (and last starts) at age of 16. As mentioned in Section
2.3, FTHs racing at an age of 16 would not be allowed anymore.

Table 3.2: Age at first start.

Age SBT FHT

2 1501
3 15956 1774
4 11058 9571
5 3782 6844
6 1125 3595

7 397 1750
8 154 1022
9 50 602
10 13 328
11 11 185

12 4 95
13 69
14 45
15 6
16 2

Not only disallowed in some cases, it is quite rare to see a trotter having its first start
ever, at an older age. FTHs first start ages are distributed more normally than SBTs in
table 3.2 from the restricted data. FTHs can have a long racing career and can benefit
from their older age in terms of longer training and maturing slower than the STBs [39,
16]. As mentioned in Section 2.3, owners of STBs due have a tendency to start racing
earlier than owners of FTHs.

Table 3.2 works as a reference to Figure 3.2 where the restricted data is plotted over
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first start age and number of horses (a) as well as measures of racing performance (b,c,d).
Missing values in age at first start were omitted.

As one might assume, there were some data wrangling to be done in a such large
data set. As an example, the race time of the horses was reported with a double dot (as
in: minutes.seconds.milliseconds), which is not understood as a continuous variable in R.
More than that, some of the race times were reported as a weighted seconds where seconds
exceeding 60 do not increase minutes. For example, 1.75.9 which, one could argue, would
be more commonly denoted as 2.15.9. This is because determining the race time of a
trotter has not been quite simple and it is common to drop the minute mark, since all of
the trotters have a race time of a minute plus something [44]. Nevertheless, race times of
the data were modified to represent minutes and seconds (as in: minutes.seconds) where
milliseconds were rounded to nearest second and seconds exceeding 60 were denoted as
an increase in minutes. Some of the falsity and inadequacy of the data were more or
less expected and some was revealed later down the road. More on these in the coming
sections.
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Figure 3.2: Age at first start: frequencies.

(a) n = Amount of horses (b) n = Amount of starts

(c) n = Sum of earnings (d) n = Sum of wins

3.3.3 Final data table for predictions

From the restricted data, further modifications were made in order to train the prediction
model in effort of predicting racing careers of SBTs and FHTs with their early career
performance. Data was restricted to include races where FHTs were of age 3, 4, 5 and
SBTs of age 2, 3, 4. These ages can be thought as cohorts of trotters early career, where
racing 3-year-old FHTs and 2-year-old SBTs belong to the first age group, 4-year-old and
3-year-old to the second age group and 5-year-old and 4-year-old to the third age group,
respectively. Moreover, the data was adjusted so that each row contains information of
a horse that has raced in one, some or all of the early career age groups mentioned. For
clarification, in the final data each row represents a horse that started its career young.
Information of the races that the horse has had in a specific age group is now expressed in
a column variable, that represents a measure of the specific age group throughout data.
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Much information was mechanically added, to enrich the possible amount of early career
measures as variables of predictors.

The final data of young trotters (YT35) consists of 46704 rows (horses), of which
28515 were Finnish Standardbred trotters and 18189 Finnhorse trotters, and 61 variables,
of which some were more or less included as control variables for reliability in the data
modification. Further description of the final data table used in a random forest for this
thesis is given in the next section.

3.3.4 Descriptive statistics

Table 3.3: Distribution over age groups of early career vs. total career (%).

Breed Sex Age AG1 AG2 AG3 AG1-3 Total

Earnings∗

2 639 (6) 3372 (33) 3058 (30) 7069 (69) 10269 (100)
3 8572 (20) 12367 (29) 20939 (49) 42310 (100)

S

4 1988 (22) 1988 (22) 8995 (100)
2 782 (6) 2873(24) 3144 (26) 6799 (56) 12213 (100)
3 10982 (15) 19030 (26) 30011 (40) 74122 (100)

G

4 5542 (20) 5542 (20) 27098 (100)
2 1218 (10) 3658 (30) 3196 (26) 8072 (66) 12310 (100)
3 12216 (19) 20542 (32) 32758 (51) 63660 (100)

SBT

M

4 4897 (26) 4897 (26) 19078 (100)
3 377 (3) 2983 (20) 2142 (14) 5502 (37) 14901 (100)
4 4578 (9) 7272 (15) 11850(24) 49375 (100)

S

5 1420 (56) 1420 (56) 12342 (100)
3 186 (3) 1227 (17) 1243 (17) 2656 (37) 7225 (100)
4 3249 (10) 5111 (15) 8360 (25) 33140 (100)

G

5 1716 (56) 1716 (56) 14362 (100)
3 285 (4) 1501 (20) 1621 (21) 3408 (45) 7695 (100)
4 2837 (10) 5925 (21) 8762 (31) 27846 (100)

FHT

M

5 2101 (13) 2101 (13) 16317 (100)
Starts

2 777 (6) 3069 (23) 3132(24) 6978 (53) 13252 (100)
3 21233 (15) 34244 (25) 55477 (40) 138528 (100)

S

4 12832 (22) 12832 (22) 58009 (100)
2 1019 (4) 4577 (17) 5598 (21) 11194 (42) 27109 (100)
3 34216 (56) 61692 (22) 95908 (34) 285517 (100)

G

4 27311 (19) 27311 (19) 146833 (100)
2 1736 (6) 7186(24) 7167(24) 16089 (54) 29708 (100)
3 45813 (16) 79669 (28) 125482 (44) 286424 (100)

SBT

M

4 34849(24) 34849(24) 145545 (100)
3 1187 (4) 5041 (15) 5466 (16) 11694 (34) 33896 (100)
4 16016 (11) 25402 (17) 41418 (28) 150012 (100)

S

5 10281 (16) 10281 (16) 63070 (100)
3 1061 (3) 4520 (15) 5110 (17) 10691 (35) 30411 (100)
4 16906 (10) 28517 (17) 45423 (27) 165095 (100)

G

5 13733 (15) 13733 (15) 90384 (100)
3 1416 (4) 5645 (18) 6362 (20) 13423 (42) 31778 (100)
4 19869 (13) 34391 (22) 54260 (34) 157571 (100)

FHT

M

5 18653 (18) 18653 (18) 102342 (100)
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Wins
2 120 (8) 490 (32) 420 (28) 1030 (68) 1508 (100)
3 3171 (21) 4608 (31) 7779 (52) 14816 (100)

S

4 1493 (29) 1493 (29) 5096 (100)
2 103 (4) 501 (19) 663 (25) 1267 (47) 2686 (100)
3 4618 (16) 7930 (28) 12548 (44) 28556 (100)

G

4 3455 (26) 3455 (26) 13404 (100)
2 182 (9) 558 (27) 510(24) 1250 (59) 2103 (100)
3 4710 (21) 7395 (33) 12105 (54) 22469 (100)

SBT

M

4 3150 (32) 3150 (32) 9868 (100)
3 202 (5) 789 (20) 748 (19) 1739 (44) 3895 (100)
4 2381 (14) 3692 (22) 6073 (36) 16979 (100)

S

5 1401 (22) 1401 (22) 6336 (100)
3 92 (4) 406 (16) 512 (20) 1010 (40) 2504 (100)
4 1867 (13) 3025 (22) 4892 (35) 13933 (100)

G

5 1440 (21) 1440 (21) 6983 (100)
3 141 (6) 487 (20) 545 (23) 1173 (34) 2397 (100)
4 1923 (16) 3107 (26) 5030 (42) 11973 (100)

FHT

M

5 1832 (23) 1832 (23) 8015 (100)
EUR/1000

As described in Section 3.3.3, data table YT35 includes distinct rows of trotters that
have started their career and had their first race in the young age cohort. Columns of
the data table represent basic descriptive constant variables; such as breed, sex, parents
and breeder, and variables that describe the early career race performance in each age
group separately. In essence, these changing variables were divided AG1, AG2 and AG3,
representing the certain age group mentioned in Section 3.3.3. Some of these variables
can be missing, since they depend on the fact when the horse had its first race and did it
continue its early career in the other young age cohorts or after the last age group. Since
the YT35 was restricted to include only horses that started their career early, the horse
cannot have missing values in all of the age grouped variables but has values in one, some
or all.

Naturally, the data table had information of total career race performance that was
summed from the population data through data wrangling. Age group variables in YT35
are also a result of summaries of the information of the population data and some of them
quite mechanic. Unfortunately, further exploration of YT35 diminished the final amount
of early career variables used in the prediction model. Shortages on these variables are
discussed later in this section.

Table 3.3 represents the distribution of earnings, starts and wins over trotters breed,
sex and age at the first start compared to the career total of that class. One can notice,
that the AG1 results have a minor impact on the total results of that certain class. One
of the reasons for this, is that there are quite many restrictions on how many times a
trotter is allowed to race at the youngest allowed race. Interestingly enough, many total
results of those who started racing at AG1 are lesser than those who had their first start
year or two later. For example, FHT stallions who started racing at age 5 have about
half more race starts in total career than those who started at age 3 in YT35. This
observation is clearest in each class of career wins. One could anticipate a different result,
since breeders, owners and trainers that have raced a trotter very young, would have a
goal of having a long career. Although, not every trotter shows good racing character and
can be culled over time. Another reason for lesser totals for youngest group, is that there
are less trotters in total that have started at the earliest age possible (see Fig. 3.2a).
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Figure 3.3: Early career age group combinations with career continuity.

(a) SBT (b) FHT

There is a possibility that horses do not race anymore after their first start or starts
that have accumulated over early career. An effort to detect these is given in Figure 3.3,
where YT35 is summarized to a number of trotters that had race starts in only one (1, 2,
3), two (1&2, 1&3, 2&3) or in all (1-3) of the age groups. If a trotters amount of starts
were equal to the total career starts, was the trotters career assumed to be over. There
seems to be a higher proportion of trotters ending the career in the early ages, if the
trotter has raced in one or both of the two first age groups. This assumption has to be
taken with caution, since the amount of horses are very small compared to those trotters
that have started racing in other age groups than one. Overall large number of trotters
that have raced in AG2, AG3 or both, and have continued career after early career, also
explains the distribution of Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: SBT - first start timeline and career continuity.

Even if compressed from original data, YT35 still has information of horses that have
raced past 35 years. In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, a number of horses that have started racing
over the course of the timeline. In addition, a similar division is added as in Figure 3.3,
but in a more generalized matter. Here, a trotters’ career is assumed to have ended if the
amount of early career races are equal to total lifetime races. Figure 3.4 visualizes well the
history of Standardbred trotters in Finnish harness racing and breeding, as mentioned in
Section 2.2.2. Clearly there was a booming interest in SBTs and their racing capacities,
and probably for their novelty and possibilities for an international career. This can
partially explain why there seems to be a decline in early starters of FHTs in early 80’s.
There could be a division between those with higher interest in harness racing that started
favouring SBTs over FHTs that mature much later. Furthermore, a Finnhorse trotter
could have been a valuable labour horse and therefore starts were delayed or minimized,
where harness racing was more of a hobby or secondary source of income. The number
of horses that have started their career in the young age groups is in a decline, which
agrees with trends reported by Saastamoinen (2019). Trotters that start early but do
not continue racing after early career is stable for both breeds, until the very end of
2010s’. This can be explained by the somewhat ambivalent assumption of career ending.
Horses that have had their early career first starts in 2017 to 2019, have no information of
total future career. Ergo, early career performance for these young trotters is their total
career status in YT35. There is a certain uncertainty in regarding "career ending" that
is discussed further in Chapter 5, but for now is bypassed.
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Figure 3.5: FHT - first start timeline and career continuity.

Based on Table 3.3 and Figures 3.3 - 3.5 above, one might assume that variables in
AG3 are in high value for the prediction model for their larger occurrence and possible
variation. One could also assume the difficulty in predicting total racing career for trotters
that have had raced only in AG1. The writer does not expect that the year of the first
start would have a high emphasis in predicting total career.

3.3.5 Forming variables for the models

There are three RF models in this thesis for different outcome variables measuring total
career performance and 37 independent variables as predictors. Outcome variables are
total earnings (TE), number of starts (NS) and number of first places (NFP). The variables
used can be seen in Table 3.4 from where the abbreviations are used in the future. The
abbreviations of the variables including "AG(1-3)" withholds three variables and refers
to that specific measure in age group 1, 2 and 3, that are abbreviated to AG1, AG2 and
AG3, respectively. Moreover, some of the variables are computed in a logarithmic value,
as well as all of the three outcome variables. A common method, that was mentioned
in the previous section. If a variable in YT35 was 0, then log-value of that variable was
recorded to 0. Missing values were also denoted to 0, when the missing values occurred
in variables regarding NS, TE, NDR, NFP and T3 in any of the age groups. There is
a reasoning behind this is. Because a missing value for a horse in a variable in an age
group listed is true to the fact that the horse did not race in that age group, and so did
have a 0 result. Yet, there is a small contradictory. A trotter that has raced in AG1,
but has 0 AG1 TE is not equal to a horse that has not raced in AG1 and thus has 0
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Table 3.4: Variables used to predict trotters TE/NS/NFP.

Variable Explanation

SEX The sex of the trotter
BY Birth year of the trotter
BM Birth-month of the trotter

BQRT Birth quartile of the trotter
AFS Age at first start (in years)
F Father of the trotter
D Dam of the trotter
DF Trotters dams father
BRE Trotters breeder

The number of startsAG(1-3) NS∗
the trotter has raced in the age group

Total earningsAG(1-3) TE∗
the trotter has earned in the age group

The number of disqualified racesAG(1-3) NDR
the trotter has had in the age group

AG(1-3) BT Best time the trotter has had in the age group
The number of trainersAG(1-3) NTRA

the trotter has had in the age group
The number of ownersAG(1-3) NOWN

the trotter has had in the age group
The number of first placesAG(1-3) NFP∗

the trotter has had in the age group
The number of top 3 placingsAG(1-3) T3∗

the trotter has had in the age group
AG(1-3)Y The year when the trotter belonged to the age group
MBLUP Trotters early career maximum BLUP

∗ log()

AG1 TE, when truly a missing value. Regarding to BT, where similar phenomenon was
appearing, a missing value was computed as 90th percentile of the best times in that age
group. First, the 90th percentile differed from the mean by a maximum of 4.3 seconds all
of the age groups of SBTs and by a maximum of 7.2 seconds in all of the age groups of
FHTs. Second, if environmental factors are inspected and taken into account, one could
argue that an injured horse would not trot a superb time. Nor would one that has lesser
training during that year of a age group, due to its owners or trainers intentions, and thus
would not necessarily beat a mean time of trotters that have raced. In short, trotters that
have not raced in an age group most likely would not be as fast as some of the others that
have raced, due to unknown reasons regarding their absence.

NTRA and NOWN are calculated in every age group by all the unique registration
numbers of owners and trainers a trotter has had during that year of racing. NTRA and
NOWN were denoted as 1 if they were found missing in any age group. As a reminder,
YT35 is a data table modified from the original race data. Therefore, YT35 has informa-
tion of who were the trainers and owners that has been officially announced to be of that
status for a trotter at a specific start. Since one trainer is required to take responsibility
of entering a trotter to a race [15], in theory a horse can be technically trained by anyone
or any number of trainers before the race. A horse can be owned by many individuals,
and is a quite popular method of owning a horse due to urbanization [45, 46, 6]. A trotter
does not physically live with every owner, for example every other week, due to obvious
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reasons. A group owned trotter is an opportunity to get into trotting and horse keeping,
but with a substantially smaller fee. An owner, and a group of owners, can register with
alias. Thus, there is a possibility that some trotters are owned by the same person, but
is unnoticed due to unique registration numbers. First start owner and first start trainer
were calculated for each horse from the population data, but were discarded as predic-
tors. About half of the trotters in YT35 did not have information of the first start owner
and first start trainer, for some reason or another. These were mostly in case of trotters
born before the year 2000. There were 18 trotters that did not have information of their
breeders. These values were denoted as character "0".

First intentions was to use BLUP of AG1, AG2 and AG3 as separate predictors. As
one would expect, a problem with missing values in YT35 arose. Since BLUP is not
unambiguous, a solution was made of using the maximum BLUP of the trotter found in
any age group. This maximum-BLUP (MBLUP) represents the maximum BLUP index
trotter has had in the early career. Naturally, due to the fact that BLUP is quite new
feature in Finnish harness racing, 12027 FHTs and 16686 SBTs had missing values in
MBLUP. Mean value of MBLUP were 110.5 for both breeds, minimum 72 and 73 and
maximum 148 and 162 for FHT and SBT, respectively. The missing values were assigned
as 100, just below the first 25th percentile of 103. In 2001, BLUP was initially standardized
to a value of 100 according to horses born between 1991 and 1996 [47].

There was an intention and high hope to use age in days of the first passed qualification
race (APQ, see Sec. 3.2) as a predictor, but an unexpected problem arose. YT35 had
2706 horses that had a missing value in this variable. Further inspection revealed that
some of these trotters have had a qualifying race and have had official races, even when
they never qualified. Some trotters did not have a qualifying race in their lifetime, but
have had race starts. A reason for this could be that one of the official races could have
acted as a qualifying race simultaneously. Furthermore, there is a high possibility that the
writer of this thesis does not fully understand the coding standards of which qualifying
race start was passed and which not. Due to the puzzling phenomenon, the mean age for
the first qualifying start of 1300 days did not feel as a satisfying value for these missing
values and was therefore discarded as a predictor.

As fitting as the decisions made to fix the issue of missing values seem, one has to
emphasize the fact of factual inaccuracy. These estimations were needed to be made,
since the RF does not accept missing values. RF handles missing values in cases where
values need to be imputed and the imputing is mostly sufficient in some cases [32]. In
YT35 imputes can be detrimental. For instance, if examined a trotter that has missing
value in AG1. Now values that are imputed for the trotter in question are means, or of
more complex functionalities, from trotters similar to the one described. For example,
an imputed value of trotters number of races can be 3 for a missing one in AG1 which is
false. Thus, sometimes the safest option is to make assumptions of the possible values or
remove the predictor.

3.3.6 Hyperparameters for RF tuning

A default setting algorithm could give some predictions, but random forests are simple to
tune for more accuracy for data in question [32]. Tuned hyperparameters for a random
forests in this thesis were: number of trees, number of randomly chosen predictors out of
all predictor variables available (m ≤ p, see Sec. 3.1.3), minimal number nodes used and
the proportion of observations to train a tree. For different values of the hyperparameters,
a grid was constructed. Further explanation of hyperparameters tuned and grid values
are given in the list below.

• Number of trees: How many trees are constructed in RF. A standard amount of
trees seem to be around 500 or so, in building random forests. The goal is to have
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enough trees to stabilize OOB error, but too many trees can be computationally
inefficient [48].

– Values for grid: 500, 1000, 1200.

• Number of randomly selected split variables: The default value of m is p/3 in
regression [32]. In case of bagging m = p [33].

– Values for grid: from 3 to 21 by 3.

• Minimal number of nodes: For regression, default value is 5 [32]. Large number
deeper more complex trees with higher variance and small number more shallow
trees with higher bias [48].

– Values for grid: from 6 to 24 by 3.

• Sample size: A sample size of observations from the training data set to each boot-
strap. A default value of 0.632 is the expected proportion of unique values in
bootstrap sample [33]. A larger sample bears risk of overfitting the model [48].

– Values for grid: 0.632, 0.7 and 0.8

The grid contained 441 rows which is all of the combinations of different grid values
and the total amount of different random forests algorithm permutations in search of the
best hyperparameters for the model. Permutations of random forests were executed with
SBT training set, the 80% of YT35 sample including only of SBTs. Modelling was done
on TE with all of the variables mentioned from Table 3.4. The grid search took about
three hours to preform. Hyperparameters that had the lowest OOB root mean squared
error (RMSE) of 1.4702 were 1200 trees, 12 split variables, minimum node size of 24 and
sample size of 0.632. These hyperparameters were used in the final models.
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Chapter 4

Results

The random forests regression model is trained and then used for predictions. Three
outcomes; career total earnings, career total number of race starts and career total number
of first placings were predicted with early career variables of SBT and FHT. The results
of this thesis is presented in this chapter with parameters and visuals.

4.1 Competing models
As it probably became clear in the previous section, YT35 was split between breeds. Both
data sets were sampled without replacement in 80/20 ratio, where 80% of the data set
was used to train the RF model and the remaining 20% was used as a test data to predict
the outcomes with the trained model. Same training and test data sets were used in all
of three models (TE, NS and NFP) for both breeds. The Table 4.1 presents the model
estimates on the training data. The R2 vary around 0.6 in the RF models of this thesis,
which is not amazing but still slightly better than average. The R2, computed on the
OOB sample of the training data, should be evaluated here as a preliminary evaluation of
how well the RF model might predict the outcome, but not to make definite conclusions.
More commonly RF models are evaluated by the mean square error as OOB prediction
error (OOB MSE), which was also explained in Section 3.1. Finding a smallest possible
error is optimal, and part of that job was done in the hyperparameter search. As seen in
the Table 4.1, RF for SBTs fits better than for FHTs in the training sets.

Table 4.1: RF Training OOB estimates.

Breed Outcome OOB pred. error (MSE) R2 (OOB)

TE 2.161 0.673
NS 0.587 0.556

SBT

NFP 0.359 0.599
TE 3.200 0.645
NS 0.811 0.552

FHT

NFP 0.460 0.554

When the models are trained, they are used for predictions of the test data sets.
Basically, the model is computed on an unseen data set and the model estimates the
outcomes based on the previous training data.

TE

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display the models predictions of TE. Figures 4.1a and 4.2a visualize
how well did the trained models predict on true values of the test set, and Figures 4.1b
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and 4.2b visualize important variables the model found during training. As one can see,
for both breeds the model is more biased to predict a trotter earnings when the true
amount of TE is 0. To be fair, the horizontal "line" near the origin of both 4.1a and
4.2a looks menacing. But in truth, the predictions for TE varies from 10 to 150 euros
with SBTs when true TE is 0 and from 10 to 400 euros with FHTs when true TE is
0, due to the logarithmic scaling. The steady over estimation is present but the model
does commit some underestimations of TE, which are quite large in real currency. The
predictions of random forests model of TE is more scattered with FHTs than SBTs, which
was anticipated due to the larger MSE in the table above. The RMSE of predicting the
true values of the test set was 1.48 for SBTs and 1.75 for FHTs. These values indicate that
the models produce test predictions that are on average around 1.48 and 1.75 in distance
from the best fitting line of true values of TE [33].

Figure 4.1: SBT - Predicting TE.

(a) Predictions plot (b) VIMP plot
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Figure 4.2: FHT - Predicting TE.

(a) Predictions plot (b) VIMP plot

One has to remember, that the values of TE and predicted TE are in a logarithmic
scale. To get a better idea of how distributed the predictions around the best fitted line are,
the true predictions are calculated from the logarithmic values and RMSE is calculated on
true non-logarithmic values of the test set. Basically, the logarithmic scaling is removed
for better inspection of the RMSE. RMSE for SBTs is now 17526.07 and 18703.86 for
FHTs, which represent an average amount euros "off" the true earnings. These results
agree on R2 from Table 4.1 and visual inspection of Figures 4.1a and 4.2a. The model
seems to have more accurate predictions when the total earnings are large, especially with
SBTs. In general, one could speculate that the model is avid in predicting some amount
of total earnings and does better when true values are higher.

VIMPs are basically same for both breeds in Figures 4.1b and 4.2b. Variables of
importance are calculated via the impurity importance, where node splits with great
decrease of impurity are considered important. Likewise, variables used for splitting a
tree in important splits are considered important variables. In random forests regression
models, sum of squares is used as impurity measure. [49]. To simplify, the decrease of
MSE in each split is recorded and the remaining error left after a node is split is known as
node impurity. A variable that reduces this impurity the most is considered important.
The MSE reduction is finally summed to distinct the total impact of variables in the
forests and here, as an importance score. [48]. Some of the aspects about VIMPs were
discussed in Section 3.1.3.

From Figures 4.1b and 4.2b one can notice that the AG3 racing performance variables
have had the highest impact in reducing the node impurity. Focusing on the top 3 variables
of importance, it seems that total earnings, the best time and amount of top 3 placings
have the highest impact in predicting TE, from where the two first are substantially larger
than other variables.

NS

When predicting total number of Finnish trotters race starts with variables of early career
racing performance and other variables, the RF models predictions are more off than in
predicting total earnings. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 represent the results of predicting NS after
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model training and the VIMPs of the training. Figures 4.3a and 4.4a indicate that the
trained model prediction accuracy of test data is quite poor for both breeds. The model
seems avid to predict a higher number of total starts to trotters that have had their total
career starts from 1 to approximately 10. Unlike TE, the models prediction do not gather
in a more dense form near true values when predicting higher values, but remain quite
scattered. This is an indication of poor precision, which is expected when referred to Table
4.1. RMSE of SBTs, in predicting NS, was 0.768 and for FHTs 0.896. When removing
the true and predicted values from logarithmic scaling, RMSE for SBTs and FHTs were
28.48 and 38.29, respectively.

Figure 4.3: SBT - Predicting NS.

(a) Predictions plot (b) VIMP plot

Figure 4.4: FHT - Predicting NS.

(a) Predictions plot (b) VIMP plot
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When observed in detail, VIMPs of predicting NS in Figures 4.3b and 4.4b are very
similar to those of when predicting TE in a sence, where the top 3 variables of importance
are of early career race performance variables of age group 3. The same phenomenom can
be seen in Figures 4.5b and 4.6b of the last RF model of predicting NFP.

Figure 4.5: SBT- Predicting NFP.

(a) Predictions plot (b) VIMP plot

Figure 4.6: FHT - Predicting NFP.

(a) Prediction plots (b) VIMP plot

NFP

The model predicting total career NFP performs the worst out of all models in this thesis,
as seen in Figures 4.5a and 4.6a. RMSE of SBTs and FHTs were 0.603 and 0.685, and
after transformation 3.77 and 4.63, respectively. One could assume that, since winning is
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a rare event even in total population data (Table 3.1), that there was not much variance
in the training data for the model to learn reliable prediction split rules. A more likely
reason is that the model has a faulty basic structure.

4.2 Summary of results
As in any interpretation of models, the results are good to interpret with a certain amount
of criticism, especially if the model does not fit well [35]. VIMPs are no exception. In
the impurity measure, the variables RF trees select for splits usually favours those that
have more points to split on, even if the variable has no real weight in the outcome
[49, 32]. Even in effort of decorrelation, random forests are also sensitive to correlated
predictors, which effect the variable importance [50]. One could argue, that the top VIMP
predictors in each model are highly correlated with the outcome value. Furthermore,
correlation between trees seem to grow when m is increased [32]. When inspecting tables
and figures of Section 3.3.4, one can understand why the trained models favour later age
group variables, especially AG3. First, there are more observations in the categories of
AG2&3 and AG3. Second, there is a proportionally larger amount of observations on
trotters that do not continue their career in AG1, AG2 and AG1&2. This could indicate
why the models favour on predicting some values, even if the true values are null. Less
observations in general also means less variation in variables to model on. As a reminder
from Section 3.1, decision trees are greedy when choosing split variables and split variable
in RF tree chosen is the best candidate for that split. Random forests and bagging do
not necessarily increase prediction accuracy, but decrease the variance [32].

RF models of NS and NFP are clearly off. One could assume that predicting NS and
NFP as a continuous variable is not reasonable. It seems that these racing performance
variables are more suitable for being categorised into groups of different values, due to
their relatively low scale and integer nature. The TE could also be categorised and then
all models could be modelled with random forests classifier.

The results imply that the models performed from moderate to poor and thus, with
these models one cannot in certainty derive any certain conclusions on what early career
race performance variables can predict the trotters total career. However, one might
speculate that there are some accurate patterns that the prediction model does detect.
As an example, when predicting NFP the model of both breeds does put emphasis on T3.
When a trotter has a one top three placing, there is a one in three chance that placing
is the first. BT was important in most of the models, which is accurate to the fact that;
horses with better times race more and thus earn more money. Speculations aside, the
truth of the matter is that the models do not perform at their best. However, this is a
good preliminary review for further analysis on these and future models, which will be
discussed in the next section.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

As it has been established, the ability to start a racing career early is a desired aspect
for trotter. Furthermore, young starting age has been found beneficial for the trotters
career. In this thesis, an attempt to predict career total earnings, total starts and total
first placings with variables of three earliest racing years for both Finnish Standardbred
trotters and Finnhorse trotters in Finland. The predictions were constructed in random
forests regression model for the three outcome variables TE, NS and NFP. In general, the
models did not fit well even if a search for best hyperparameters was implemented. Yet,
one would argue that the models did yielded valuable information for future prediction
models in the same subject of harness racing career. Furthermore, this thesis could work
as a basis for future efforts of predicting trotters career, since there does not seem to be
other similar analysis on a large scale harness racing data. At least, the results and models
of this thesis can be seen as an experiment and a stepping stone for further analysis, which
is what to expect in a thesis’ academic level.

Random forests regression here is somewhat inadequate, which became especially clear
when predicting NS and NFP, but also in TE at some degree. The models have difficulties
predicting values that are small. This is evident in all models, when interpreting the
predictions and true values are 0 to 1. Obvious reasons for this, is that NS and NFP
are not in a sense continuous variables as TE would be, since a trotter cannot win 1.5
races or race a total of 3.85 races. That the estimated values have decimal fractions is
fine, but in a situation where integer values are appearing commonly, almost class like,
supposed regression model does not seem to be the best fit. A suggestion could be to
classify the outcome variables NS, NFP, and maybe even TE, to certain intervals that
represent a certain value of that group. As an example, NFP could be partitioned to "0",
"1 to 10", "11 to 20", "20 to 50", and so on where a horse having had NFP = 7 would
fall into the class of "1 to 10". In this situation, a random forests classifier would be
used, which essentially is the same as regression but with outcomes being classes. This
could help the model to identify the densely packed low value integers more accurately.
One could argue, that an arbitrary selection of intervals is not reasonable and thus needs
to be evaluated with someone more expertise about the subject of the matter. The
hyperparameters chosen for all of the models was done on a grid that models the outcome
TE, due to computational restrictions. First, the tuning should be done in all of the
models separately for each RF regression or classification and second, the grid could be
larger with more variation and hyperparameter selections.

Variables of importance of the predictions of this thesis, should be more thoroughly
examined for example how do they interact, variable dependence or minimal depth [51].
This should be done before removing highly correlated predictors. The variables used to
predict the outcomes are the same or mimic variables that have been used in previous
studies with more or less gravitas and therefore a deeper understanding of their behaviour
in current models could be informative. One might speculate that after removing the
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supposed highly correlated independent variables of top three VIMPs, the models new
VIMPs could be more accurate even if prediction is not. The use of other measures for
importance than node impurity should be considered [49].

For further research, an adaptation of other algorithms for prediction other than RF
should also be considered. One of the methods close to ensemble learning is boosting,
where one can use AdaBoost or Gradient boosting as machine learning algorithms. The
main difference between RF and boosting is that boosting does not use bagging but uses
information of the previous trees grown. Boosting builds the final results along the way
the trees are grown, where as RF averages the outcome of final trees. Boosting can out-
perform random forests in prediction accuracy in many cases. [33, 32]. Boosting does have
drawbacks, since it can be very vulnerable to noisy data and tuning of hyperparameters
is much more complex [52, 53]. RF is a good method to use in a novel modelling, such
as the one in this thesis, for its accessibility. Rather than discarding RF in the future
research, one could take more care in the features mentioned before as well as evaluate
the possible deficiencies in the data with someone more acquainted knowledge of harness
racing.

The real-life data available was large and had information that exceeded over trotter
generations, which is an amazing feature for a thesis of data-analysis and statistics. As
expected, there was some cleaning and data wrangling needed to be made. This was time
consuming and was done through multiple iterations of trial and error, but in the end
was rewarding for the writer and yielded to summary tables for data exploration and final
analysis. There were some estimations made for missing values in Section 3.3.5 that, even
if well justified, should be consulted again with a larger audience. In retrospect, assigning
a value in missing values of BT could have varied more with gender and age and not just
by breed. A major question that arose during data wrangling and model defining was;
how to define career length. More specifically, when does a trotters career end. In Section
2.3 a Finnish trotters racing career length was mentioned to vary from three to four years,
but is allowed to race up to 12 to 15 years of age. According to Table 3.1, FHTs career
length in race starts is around 42 and around 37 for SBTs, but can be as short as one for
both breeds. A reasonable procedure, that was used in this thesis, is to define a trotters
career length from its first start to the last one recorded in the data, even if it happens
to be the same one. A problem occurs with trotters, especially with those born in late
2010s’, that have raced in the year 2020 and might race far after. As an example from
YT35, a SBT named Lord Ivar has had its first start at age 3 and last one in 2019 at
age 8. According to registry of Suomen Hippos ry, Lord Ivar has raced in the year 2020
which disproves the assumption of its career ending in 2019 in YT35. There are other
trotters with a similar situation (see Fig. 3.4 and 3.5). To be certain of cancelling such
phenomenon, one could remove all horses that are born in the interval that they are still
allowed to race from the data set. In YT35, this would mean removing all SBTs born
in 2007 or later (n = 7027) and FHts born in 2004 or later (n = 4110), which would
mean reducing the observations of YT35 to 35567 from its original 46704 observations.
The reason why the procedure mentioned was not carried out by the writer for this thesis
was that the restriction was assumed to be to broadly crude and thus would reduce the
prediction accuracy, when too much valuable information is lost. One might add, that
the racing performance information recorded thus far is used in predicting and training
the model and thus simulates the ending of the career, even if the career has continued
over the scope of YT35.

Even after previous suggestions and deficits are taken into account with care, there is a
possibility that, with current data and information, some of the racing career performance
of young trotters cannot be predicted. As Saastamoinen (2019) mentions that the role
of a breeder, trainer and owner of a trotter is undetectable for the spectator of harness
racing, so it is also for the machine learning algorithm, one might add. One might argue
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that information of a trotter outside the racetracks would be very useful in prediction
models, especially for young trotters before their first start. These measures of stable
events could be for example training regimens, feed consumption, growth factors, injuries
and even mood or reasons for first start postponement. The critical part is that the
recording of these events have to be user friendly as an online form or a survey, where
most of the recording is done with choosing already given answers, for example. The
stable events could be gathered in a private data pool with limited access for research
and other parties. A realization of such undertaking, after understanding its large scale,
is not to be expected.

Lastly, a few words on trotters starting their racing career young. In Finland, breeders
have been reported hoping for more diversity in the racing starts for young trotters of
different starting levels and sexes. This issue has been taken into account by adding
incentives and more information on possibilities for a young trotter to start racing. A
bifurcation was reported among breeders on when to start training a trotter foal. The
other half believed that there are more benefits in postponing training and racing, and
the other half believed that there are more benefits in development when training and
light races are started early. [43]. Recent study has reported that Finnhorse owners and
trainers, with a less professional background, would hope to have more diversity on race
starts in the early career age groups. Similarly, a delay on the first start is possible if
the owners and trainers do not find the FHT being developed enough. [12]. Because of a
large and economic attachment, one can understand the delaying in fear of injury. In an
editorial of Equine Veterinary Journal (2013), Verheyen refers to few studies that have
shown beneficial effects on musculoskeletal tissue on race horses that have started training
young. In the same editorial, she refers to a study by Tanner et al. (2013) where the
authors found horses that started racing at a very young age tended to have longer career
and better results than horses that started racing older. Verheyen does mention Tanner et
al. pointing out that that association do not imply causation. The reason that the horses
were able to start racing early and performed better can be because they are in general
better horses and would be better horses no matter what age would they start racing
[26]. Similar ideas have been implied in Finnish trotters [24, 11]. In this thesis’ analysis,
the first start age or factor of starting career early lacked a large weight in predictions
because the analysis was done solely on trotters that had started racing at an early age.
Unfortunately, hoping that this manner of approach with more modern tools would bring
new perspective on starting career early, was a failure. But, as pointed out at the during
this section, the results work as a basis for future research.
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